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Chief Universal Soundbar Mount

Brand : Chief Product code: PACSBM

Product name : Universal Soundbar Mount

- Install soundbars below a display
- Compatible with most soundbars with rear mounting holes*
- Mount attaches to bottom display VESA mounting holes
- Adjustable height up to 19.65” (499 mm) with locking hex key knob
- 15 lbs (6.8 kg) weight capacity
- Mounting hardware included
Universal Soundbar Mount, Black

Chief Universal Soundbar Mount:

The PACSBM universal soundbar mount attaches directly to the bottom display VESA mounting holes for
a convenient and adjustable setup. The PACSBM is compatible with most display mounting solutions and
many soundbars.
Chief Universal Soundbar Mount. Product type: Universal support, Product colour: Black. Depth: 33 mm

Features

Product type * Universal support
Product colour * Black

Weight & dimensions

Depth 33 mm
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